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Type of material tested:

cell count, time 0
untreated specimens

(cfu/cm2)

not analysed

cell count after 24 h
treated specimens

(cfu/cm2)

Specimen size: 50x50 mm
Covering film: poliethylene, 40x40 mm, thickness 0,09 mm
Bacterial strains: Escherichia coli ATCC 8739

Volume of the inoculum:
Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 6538P
0,4 ml

Results with E.coli
cell count after 24 h

untreated specimens*
(cfu/cm2)

inoculum density
(cfu/ml)

 1,8E+06 44375
log=Uo=4,65

94250
log=Ut=4,97

<1
log=At= <0

Antibacterial activity=R= (Ut-Uo)-(At-Uo) = >4,97*

cell count, time 0
untreated specimens

(cfu/cm2)

cell count after 24 h
untreated specimens*

(cfu/cm2)

cell count after 24 h
treated specimens

(cfu/cm2)

Results with Staphylococcus aureus
inoculum density

(cfu/ml)

 5,7E+05 14187
log=Uo=4,15

43750
log=Ut=4,64

<1
log=At= <0

Antibacterial activity=R= (Ut-Uo)-(At-Uo) = >4,64*
Remarks:
*test results are referring to reference specimens made of polystyrene, since no viable cells could be
recovered from the untreated specimens provided by the customer.
This might indicate that under the testing conditions:

1) the untreated material has an inherent antibacterial activity;
2) the porosity of the surface does not allow recovery of bacterial cells by the standard washing procedure
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Sample preparation and conditioning: done by the customer.

Classification
1st zone

Classification
2nd zone

Classification
3rd zone

            Coating
           thickness

Handy single blade cutting tool.

Test results:

Spacing 
between cuts

1 mm 0 0 0 from 0 to 60 µm
hard support

2 mm 0 0 0 from 0 to 60 µm
soft support

2 mm 0 0 0 from 61 to 120 µm
soft/hard support 

3 mm 0 0 0 from 121 to 250 µm
soft/hard support

Classification:
no coating detached0

1 less than 5% of coating detached
2 5-15% of coating detached
3 15-35% of coating detached
4 35-65% of coating detached
5 over 65% of coating detached

 
Notes: 
- Chemical analysis of the tested material was not carried out.

 

- The test was carried out with all spacing cutting tools since the coating thickness was not measured.

COMMENTS NOT COVERED BY ACCREDITATION:
- Results obtained with 1 mm spacing cutting tool are more predictive of defects that may occur when in use.
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Since their establishment in 1990, Italian 
Precious Flooring (IPF) has produced solid 
and engineered wood floorings. Blending 
research, creativity, tradition, and care, the 
company has gained a leading role in the 
prestigious floorings market by satisfying 
a discerning clientele who demand high 
levels of design and customization.

IPF’s collections have been paired with and 
complemented by leading names in luxury 
furniture (Provasi), bathroom furniture 
(Devon & Devon, Antonio Lupi), interior 
design (Armani casa, Philippe Starck, 
Cavalli, Versace), marbles, stones, ceramics 
and mosaics.

FSC® chain of custody (CoC) tracks FSC® 
certified material through the production 
process from the forest to the consumer. 
Moreover, FSC® broadly promotes 
environmentally sustainable, socially 
beneficial, and economically viable 
management of the world’s forests.

IPF’s industrial production combines 
elegant Italian design with dependable 
German technology in its unique treatment 
of surface materials. This process makes 
their wood flooring suitable for bathrooms, 
boating, and all that lies beyond.

ITALIAN 
PRECIOUS 
FLOORING



IPF deals in double layered wood flooring, which means 
that each plank is composed of a thick layer of hardwood 
glued to a robust multi-layered foundation of marine birch 
plywood. The upper layer of hardwood determines the 
aesthetic qualities of the parquet, and as a result of this the 
wood used to create it is very carefully selected. During 
the production cycle each hardwood layer is repeatedly 
examined by company experts who reject any material 
that fails to meet IPF’s rigorous quality standards.

The multi-layered foundation is equally important to the 
quality of the flooring, as it provides support in the form 
of five to nine layers of birch, each of which is transversely 
positioned to the layer below so as to cross the fibres of the 
wood; this strong structure balances the natural tension of 
the material and gives the flooring its stability, elasticity, 
and resistance to twisting and compression.

The bonding of the hardwood top layer to the birch 
plywood foundation is carried out at intense pressures with 
high performance phenolic adhesive designed for water 
resistant bonding compliant to UNI EN ISO 204 Class D4. 
The result of this method is a perfect adhesion between 
the two pieces of wood, that which makes separation 
practically impossible.

Next, each board is profiled in order to create high 
precision male/female joints (tongue and grove), ensuring 
the presence of a micro millimetrical joint between the 
planks after installation. This level of accuracy prevents dirt 
from penetrating the flooring, causing superficial damage, 
or otherwise threatening household hygiene. It also 
considerably enhances the aesthetics and durability of the 
floor.

Additionally, the undersides of the pieces are 
manufactured with transverse incisions to make them 
more elastic. These incisions also enable the flooring to 
better flex and adapt to the underlying surfaces, even 
in the presence of possible screed or existing flooring 
imperfections.

The structural core is formed by five or nine 
layers of birch wood stacked alternatively at 90 
degrees to each other then glued together.

The wood fibres are arranged transversally 
to increase the elastic capacity of the core, 
offering increased resistance to twisting and 
compression.

7 layers of non-toxic UV finishing make the 
surface of the planks highly resistant to 
abraision, decreasing the effects of aging.

Quick and easy to install: IPF floors are ready to 
use just one day after installation.

IPF is ideal for installation on under-floor 
heating systems.

Why choose a IPF wood flooring? 

With a modern and efficient production process, IPF is 
distinguished by their conscientious and sustainable use 
of timber. They utilise this noble material in a rational and 
conservative manner that minimises material waste and benefits 
nature and the environment.

The cross-bonding of the birch layers in IPF’s flooring 
compensates for the natural tensions in the wood and makes 
the product durable and stable by counteracting any structural 
or dimensional deformations. Furthermore, birch plywood 
offers greater resistance to weathering and moisture – the main 
causes of unsightly blemishes in wood – which in turn has a 
considerable impact on the cost of hardwood floor maintenance 
and durability. To mitigate such effects and retain flatness would 
ordinarily require constant polishing and maintenance.

The layered foundation of IPF flooring allows for the production 
of large – and extremely stable – boards with joints that are 
calibrated to ensure a perfect co-planar fit between the slats. 
This greatly reduces installation time and creates a product that 
is exceptionally resistant. Moreover, by bonding with the 
screed, the flooring gains increased stability and reduced 
thickness that enable it to be installed over any type of 
underfloor heating system.

IPF is finished by hand to guarantee the highest level of 
performance as well as a desirable appearance. The boards are 
handcrafted at almost every stage of the production process. 
All colour tones are exclusive and unique to IPF as they created 
by in-house artisans who pay careful attention to the finishing 
process. All pieces receive multiple applications performed by 
hand and every product is finished with a series of durable anti-
bacterial topcoats.

IPF has refined their finish over a number of years in order to 
provide a perfect blend of beauty, durability, liveability, and 
ease of maintenance: in the event of your floor being damaged, 
repairs are significantly simpler than with a factory finished 
product. With absolute minimal run-in maintenance, you should 
not need to have floors sanded and refinished in situ.

Thanks to the strict quality control that occurs at every stage of 
their production process, IPF deliver perfect floors that meet the 
needs of even the most discerning of customers.

The flooring manufactured by IPF is made from 100% wood 
which comes from certified forests monitored by Forest 
Materials Management Organisations. They do not use wood 
from threatened forests or jungles.

What makes IPF unique?



Solid wood block parquet

How it is made
Traditional parquet floors are made entirely of solid 
wood blocks that have been sanded and polished 
after installation and before use.

Disadvantages
It is a common misconception that this type of 
flooring is more durable and long-lasting because 
of its construction of thicker wood. In actual fact, its 
dense composition causes many problems related 
to weathering and screed irregularity, which in 
turn lead to continual deformation problems such 
as gradual block separation and the formation 
of unsightly cracks that allow dirt and water 
infiltration.

These problems alter the original appearance of the 
parquet and demand frequent maintenance and 
refinishing; the latter reduces the parquet by 2/3 
mm each time. Additionally, as each block’s total 
thickness is 15/20 mm – only 5 or 6 mm above the 
male/female joints are usable – refinishing causes 
rapid thinning and reduces the life of the parquet 
considerably, resulting in large amounts of the 
remaining hardwood that functions solely as the 
support structure being wasted. Furthermore, the 
installation of this type of flooring can sometimes 
take as many as forty days and involve high costs 
associated with laying, sanding and varnishing. Solid 
board flooring is also unsuitable for installation on 
under-floor heating systems, resulting in a market 
that is becoming increasingly focused on the use of 
multi-layered flooring planks.

Problems with Solid Boards Problems with Three-Layer Boards

Occurs immediately after the installation due 
to the natural adjustment of the interlocked 
wooden blocks that cannot expand freely 
thus forming humps and bumps that must be 
sanded down to make the floor level.

The low-quality wood in the planks not only 
rots, but swells, creating dramatic deformities 
that quickly spread to ruin the entire floor.

Liquids can infiltrate the joints, causing the low 
quality base to swell and eventually rot, ruining 
the entire floor.

The two hardwood surface layers have varying thicknesses, 
giving each a different level of elasticity. When the board 
flexes, the thin layer yields while the other resists. Over time, 
this causes the central layers of wood to detach from the 
highest and/or lowest surfaces.

After repeated sanding there is a risk that the 
teeth of the joints that connect the planks 
together will be exposed, ruining the floor. You 
should then retain at least 1-2mm of wood 
above the joints.

The useful part of any solid wood plank is 
just the between layer which is removed with 
the first sanding, and the layer above the 
interlocking tooth. This part is about 5mm. Over 
time, the continuous movement of the wood 
requires frequent parquet sanding to restore a 
level surface.

Three-layer parquet

How it is made

This type of flooring features a pre-finished top 
layer with a thickness that ranges from 2.5 to 
3.5 mm. The underlying substrate is composed 
of layers of lamellae in spruce or another poor-
quality timber, laid side by side and glued into a 
sandwich between a top layer and an underlying 
panel with a thickness of 1 to 2 mm. The three-
layer parquet is mainly used in floating floor 
applications and is not glued to the screed. This 
reduces installation time and the lifespan of the 
product.
Disadvantages
The three-layer design suffers from major 
drawbacks due to the structure of its composite 
boards. This structure limits resistance to twisting 
and results in flooring that is very noisy as it 
creates space between the parquet and any 
pre-existing surface. Furthermore, the fact 
that the installation does not provide a seal 
between the boards makes this type of parquet 
particularly susceptible to infiltration by water, 
which can easily penetrate its fir wood support: 
a type of wood that is both very sensitive to 
liquids and notorious for bulging, warping, and 
delamination. Warping in particular negatively 
affects the durability of the flooring and the 
floating installation does not allow for further 
relevelling after installation, which consequently 
makes it impossible to repair scratches, wear, and 
degradation.

compensation layer with thin wood of poor 
quality

hardwood layer

blocks of low quality softwoods laid 
alongside one another
This solution forms a layer that is non-cohesive 
and serves mainly to thicken the strip that 
provides the tongue and groove joint



Problems With Veneered Boards How is IPF different?

Veneered Boards

How it is made
Veneered timber consists of a base of wood fibre panels 
and a lamella of hardwood just 1 mm thick for the surface.  
 
With this type of flooring, the surface presents the same 
characteristics of the wood, but it does not have the same 
structural qualities.

Disadvantages
In this type of flooring, the hardwood layer is very thin 
and therefore extremely delicate, which means it can 
be easily damaged by the weight of heavy furniture, 
knocking, and frequent footfall. Even more alarmingly, 
veneered board floors cannot be re-polished once 
damaged. Their support structure is also very thin and 
made with poor materials that lack resistance to moisture, 
which means the flooring tends to separate from the 
screed below. For these reasons, the life of veneered 
board flooring is very limited.

Very thin wood strips

Structures made from MDF, 
low quality wood or cork. 

Liquids can infiltrate the joints, causing the 
low quality base to swell and eventually rot 
ruining the entire floor.

Soft support layer and very thin top layer 
react badly to impacts and compression.

the materials
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Type of material tested:

cell count, time 0
untreated specimens

(cfu/cm2)

not analysed

cell count after 24 h
treated specimens

(cfu/cm2)

Specimen size: 50x50 mm
Covering film: poliethylene, 40x40 mm, thickness 0,09 mm
Bacterial strains: Escherichia coli ATCC 8739

Volume of the inoculum:
Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 6538P
0,4 ml

Results with E.coli
cell count after 24 h

untreated specimens*
(cfu/cm2)

inoculum density
(cfu/ml)

 1,8E+06 44375
log=Uo=4,65

94250
log=Ut=4,97

<1
log=At= <0

Antibacterial activity=R= (Ut-Uo)-(At-Uo) = >4,97*

cell count, time 0
untreated specimens

(cfu/cm2)

cell count after 24 h
untreated specimens*

(cfu/cm2)

cell count after 24 h
treated specimens

(cfu/cm2)

Results with Staphylococcus aureus
inoculum density

(cfu/ml)

 5,7E+05 14187
log=Uo=4,15

43750
log=Ut=4,64

<1
log=At= <0

Antibacterial activity=R= (Ut-Uo)-(At-Uo) = >4,64*
Remarks:
*test results are referring to reference specimens made of polystyrene, since no viable cells could be
recovered from the untreated specimens provided by the customer.
This might indicate that under the testing conditions:

1) the untreated material has an inherent antibacterial activity;
2) the porosity of the surface does not allow recovery of bacterial cells by the standard washing procedure
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Sample preparation and conditioning: done by the customer.

Classification
1st zone

Classification
2nd zone

Classification
3rd zone

            Coating
           thickness

Handy single blade cutting tool.

Test results:

Spacing 
between cuts

1 mm 0 0 0 from 0 to 60 µm
hard support

2 mm 0 0 0 from 0 to 60 µm
soft support

2 mm 0 0 0 from 61 to 120 µm
soft/hard support 

3 mm 0 0 0 from 121 to 250 µm
soft/hard support

Classification:
no coating detached0

1 less than 5% of coating detached
2 5-15% of coating detached
3 15-35% of coating detached
4 35-65% of coating detached
5 over 65% of coating detached

 
Notes: 
- Chemical analysis of the tested material was not carried out.

 

- The test was carried out with all spacing cutting tools since the coating thickness was not measured.

COMMENTS NOT COVERED BY ACCREDITATION:
- Results obtained with 1 mm spacing cutting tool are more predictive of defects that may occur when in use.
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Seasoned and treated hardwood layer thickness from 3.2 to 
5 mm. that does not deform after the installation and does 
not require sanding.

From 5 to 9 layers of marine birch plywood: remarkably 
elastic, resistant to compression and moisture.

No support, just wood.The useful part is that above the joints, much of which will be 
destroyed by sanding after installation.,

The hardwood layer is about 1 mm thick, which prevents
refinishing when scratched or worn and needs to be replaced 
instead.

The hardwood layer is approx. 2.5 to 3.5 mm thick. Due to the 
technical characteristics of this timber flooring, refinishing iof 
the floor due to wear and tear is not recommended.

Sandwich comprised of layers of fir laid side by side and 
glued to a thin layer of wood.

Wood fiber panel, with poor resistance to compression and 
moisture.

the hardwood layer

solid wood

veneer

three layers

the support



How is IPF different?

the installation

How is IPF different?

it always stays flat - it can be refinished
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cell count, time 0
untreated specimens
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not analysed

cell count after 24 h
treated specimens

(cfu/cm2)

Specimen size: 50x50 mm
Covering film: poliethylene, 40x40 mm, thickness 0,09 mm
Bacterial strains: Escherichia coli ATCC 8739

Volume of the inoculum:
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0,4 ml

Results with E.coli
cell count after 24 h

untreated specimens*
(cfu/cm2)

inoculum density
(cfu/ml)
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<1
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Antibacterial activity=R= (Ut-Uo)-(At-Uo) = >4,97*
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log=Uo=4,15

43750
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<1
log=At= <0

Antibacterial activity=R= (Ut-Uo)-(At-Uo) = >4,64*
Remarks:
*test results are referring to reference specimens made of polystyrene, since no viable cells could be
recovered from the untreated specimens provided by the customer.
This might indicate that under the testing conditions:

1) the untreated material has an inherent antibacterial activity;
2) the porosity of the surface does not allow recovery of bacterial cells by the standard washing procedure
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Fax  039.464565 
e-mail: lissone@catas.com

                          
 

Sample preparation and conditioning: done by the customer.

Classification
1st zone

Classification
2nd zone

Classification
3rd zone

            Coating
           thickness

Handy single blade cutting tool.

Test results:

Spacing 
between cuts

1 mm 0 0 0 from 0 to 60 µm
hard support

2 mm 0 0 0 from 0 to 60 µm
soft support

2 mm 0 0 0 from 61 to 120 µm
soft/hard support 

3 mm 0 0 0 from 121 to 250 µm
soft/hard support

Classification:
no coating detached0

1 less than 5% of coating detached
2 5-15% of coating detached
3 15-35% of coating detached
4 35-65% of coating detached
5 over 65% of coating detached

 
Notes: 
- Chemical analysis of the tested material was not carried out.

 

- The test was carried out with all spacing cutting tools since the coating thickness was not measured.

COMMENTS NOT COVERED BY ACCREDITATION:
- Results obtained with 1 mm spacing cutting tool are more predictive of defects that may occur when in use.
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This document replaces the previous one with the same reference and with date of issue 06/05/11.

The sample name and, when relevant, its description, are given by the orderer, and CATAS  does not assume responsibility on this matter. This test 
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Managing Director 
Dr. Andrea Giavon
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TEST REPORT

127736 / 1
Date received: 18-04-11
Date of test: 02-05-11
Date of issue: 06-05-11

Sample name:   FINITURA CEROSA FTC8505/J CON ANTIBATTERICO 0,24%

Measurement of antibacterial activity of plastic surfaces ISO 22196:2007

CATAS  S.p.A. 
Iscr. Reg. Imprese Udine 
nr. iscr. C.F. 01818850305 
Reg. Impr. UD 20663 
P. IVA : 01818850305 
C.Soc.  1.003.650,00 i.v.

centro ricerche-sviluppo e laboratori prove 
settori legno-arredo, ambiente e alimenti

Sede: Via Antica, 24/3 
33048 S. Giovanni al Nat. UD 
Tel.  0432.747211 r.a. 
Fax  0432.747250 
http://www.catas.com 
e-mail: lab@catas.com

Filiale: 
Via Braille, 5 
20851 Lissone MB 
Tel.  039.464567 
Fax  039.464565 
e-mail: lissone@catas.com

                          

Type of material tested:

cell count, time 0
untreated specimens

(cfu/cm2)

not analysed

cell count after 24 h
treated specimens

(cfu/cm2)

Specimen size: 50x50 mm
Covering film: poliethylene, 40x40 mm, thickness 0,09 mm
Bacterial strains: Escherichia coli ATCC 8739

Volume of the inoculum:
Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 6538P
0,4 ml

Results with E.coli
cell count after 24 h

untreated specimens*
(cfu/cm2)

inoculum density
(cfu/ml)

 1,8E+06 44375
log=Uo=4,65

94250
log=Ut=4,97

<1
log=At= <0

Antibacterial activity=R= (Ut-Uo)-(At-Uo) = >4,97*

cell count, time 0
untreated specimens

(cfu/cm2)

cell count after 24 h
untreated specimens*

(cfu/cm2)

cell count after 24 h
treated specimens

(cfu/cm2)

Results with Staphylococcus aureus
inoculum density

(cfu/ml)

 5,7E+05 14187
log=Uo=4,15

43750
log=Ut=4,64

<1
log=At= <0

Antibacterial activity=R= (Ut-Uo)-(At-Uo) = >4,64*
Remarks:
*test results are referring to reference specimens made of polystyrene, since no viable cells could be
recovered from the untreated specimens provided by the customer.
This might indicate that under the testing conditions:

1) the untreated material has an inherent antibacterial activity;
2) the porosity of the surface does not allow recovery of bacterial cells by the standard washing procedure
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The sample name and, when relevant, its description, are given by the orderer, and CATAS  does not assume responsibility on this matter. This test 
report relates to the sample submitted for the test and no others. Additions, deletions or alterations are not permitted. This test report must always be 
reproduced in its entirety. Unless otherwise stated, sampling has been carried out by the orderer. 

This document is validated by  digital signature and time stamping in accordance 
with the Italian laws and  the European Directives which regulate the electronic 
signature systems.

Managing Director 
Dr. Andrea Giavon

Spett. IPF INDUSTRIA PARQUET FABRIANO S.R.L.
VIA DEL LAZZARETTO, S.N.
60044 FABRIANO (AN)
ITALY

 

TEST REPORT

128223 / 3   S
Date received: 02-05-11
Date of test: 05-05-11
Date of issue: 09-07-12

Sample name: Linea chic.

Cross-cut test UNI EN ISO 2409:2007

CATAS  S.p.A. 
Iscr. Reg. Imprese Udine 
nr. iscr. C.F. 01818850305 
Reg. Impr. UD 20663 
P. IVA : 01818850305 
C.Soc.  1.003.650,00 i.v.

centro ricerche-sviluppo e laboratori prove 
settori legno-arredo, ambiente e alimenti

Sede: Via Antica, 24/3 
33048 S. Giovanni al Nat. UD 
Tel.  0432.747211 r.a. 
Fax  0432.747250 
http://www.catas.com 
e-mail: lab@catas.com

Filiale: 
Via Braille, 5 
20851 Lissone MB 
Tel.  039.464567 
Fax  039.464565 
e-mail: lissone@catas.com

                          
 

Sample preparation and conditioning: done by the customer.

Classification
1st zone

Classification
2nd zone

Classification
3rd zone

            Coating
           thickness

Handy single blade cutting tool.

Test results:

Spacing 
between cuts

1 mm 0 0 0 from 0 to 60 µm
hard support

2 mm 0 0 0 from 0 to 60 µm
soft support

2 mm 0 0 0 from 61 to 120 µm
soft/hard support 

3 mm 0 0 0 from 121 to 250 µm
soft/hard support

Classification:
no coating detached0

1 less than 5% of coating detached
2 5-15% of coating detached
3 15-35% of coating detached
4 35-65% of coating detached
5 over 65% of coating detached

 
Notes: 
- Chemical analysis of the tested material was not carried out.

 

- The test was carried out with all spacing cutting tools since the coating thickness was not measured.

COMMENTS NOT COVERED BY ACCREDITATION:
- Results obtained with 1 mm spacing cutting tool are more predictive of defects that may occur when in use.
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Glued to the screed or existing floor with two-component glue
Highly accurate joints on all four sides of the timber make the 
floor perfectly planar and leave no spaces between the planks, 
thus avoiding infiltration of liquid and dirt

It does not deform and keeps a perfect flatness It is ready and does not need to be polished as part of the 
installation. If necessary, the floor can be sanded safely over its 
lifetime.

Deep sanding required from the start at installation, as well as 
subsequently. The thickness of the wood means it can be sanded 
once or twice at most.

It deforms noticeably after installation, and continues to do so 
over the life of the floor. It requires periodic sanding.

It becomes deformed visibly due to humidity and the different 
expansion coefficients of the two materials. The top layer tends 
to detach from the support structure.

The very thin top layer prevents sanding when scratches and 
wear occur, it must be removed and replaced.

Sanding is not recommended. As the flooring is not anchored to 
the surface below with adhesive, the sanding machine itself can 
move the planks and loosen the joints.

It becomes deformed visibly due to humidity and the different 
expansion coefficients of the two materials. The top layer tends 
to detach from the support structure.

Joints that tend to become deformed due to movement of the 
wood at the time of laying and over the entire life of the flooring. 
Dirt and liquids penetrate gaps and spaces, ruining the wood.

Gaps susceptible to infiltration. Dirt and liquids penetrate gaps 
and spaces, ruining the wood and deforming the floor structure.

Gaps subject to deformation due to the different characteristics 
of the materials used. Dirt and liquids penetrate gaps and spaces, 
ruining the wood and deforming the support structure.

Glued to the screed or existing floor with two-component glue

Floating floor resting directly on the surface, or on the screed, 
without the use of glue

Glued to the screed or existing floor with two-component glue

solid wood

veneer

three layers

solid wood

veneer

three layers

deformation sandinginstallation type sealing



Engineered flooring (multilayer) - 7 coats UV 
finish - brushed - bevelled.

ANTIQUE OAK
COLLECTION UV



Thermotreatment and oxidative oil reacting to wood’s 
tannic acids together with the choice of a rustic grade 
(Country) lead to a particular aesthetic result which 
may noticeably differ each time and from the original 
sample. This is not a defect but a characteristic of 
Antique Oak Collection Oil.

Engineered flooring (multilayer) - natural/
oxidative oil finish - slightly brushed - bevelled.

ANTIQUE OAK
COLLECTION OIL



Engineered flooring (multilayer) - 7 coats waxed 
effect finish - hand-brushed - bevelled.

Lounge Art collection presents a rich waxed effect 
resulting in a more uniformed coverage of colour.
The surface is hand brushed, yet subtly reflective.

The nature of this collection provides a fire retardant 
layer that produces minimal smoke in compliance 
with Cfl-s1 ratings.

LOUNGE ART



wood finish grade 150 Wide Planks
10.5/4x150x1000/1400

Engineered (multi layer)

190 Wide Planks
15.0/4x190x1700/2000

Engineered (multi layer)

PRICE PER SQM (excludes GST)

European Oak, 
Birch Multilayer

Base

European Oak, 
Birch Multilayer

Base

European Oak, 
Birch Multilayer

Base

16

LISTINO PREZZI 2015 in vigore dal 1 Maggio _ PRICE LIST 2015 1st May

3 STRATI M/F
1-STRIP 3 LAYERS T/G

LOUNGE ART

essenza
wood

finitura
finish

selezione
grade

o/m2

PLANCIA M
10,5/4x150x1000/1400

PLANCIA L
15,0/4x190x900/1900

SPAZZOLATO - BRUSHED

PLANCIA L
15,0/4x190x900/1900

PIALLATO - HAND SCRAPED

ROVERE 
Oak

NOCE CHIARO 
Light Walnut

Country – 164,00 174,00

NOCE 
Walnut

Country – 164,00 174,00

BIANCO ANTICO
Old White

Country – 164,00 174,00

FUMO
Smoke

Country – 164,00 174,00

BOSCO
Forest

Country – 164,00 174,00

Alta resistenza
High
resistance

Classe E1
Formaldehyde
free

Facile
manutenzione
Easy care

Resiste
alle macchie
Stain resistant

PARQUET PREFINITO (tre strati) - FINITURA EFFETTO CERA 
SUPERFICIE SPAZZOLATA / PIALLATA - PROFILO BISELLATO
ENGINEERED FLOORING (three layers) - WAX EFFECT FINISH
BRUSHED / HANDSCRAPED - LONG SIDES BEVELLED

Il numero espresso dopo la / indica lo spessore nominale in mm del legno nobile
The number after / indicates the nominal thickness of the noble wood layer

20 Hutt Road, Thorndon, Wellington  
sales@bellocasa.co.nz T: 04 474 0810

CB bellocasa

ANTIQUE OAK COLLECTION UV

10

LISTINO PREZZI 2015 in vigore dal 1 Maggio _ PRICE LIST 2015 1st May

2 STRATI M/F
2 LAYERS T/G

ROVERE 
EUROPEO
European Oak

ZENZERO
Ginger

Unica 118,00 – 144,00

Country 100,00 – 124,00

GRANO
Wheat

Unica 118,00 – 144,00

Country 100,00 – 124,00

COGNAC
Cognac

Unica 118,00 – 144,00

Country – – –

TORRONE
Nougat

Unica 118,00 – 144,00

Country – – –

VANIGLIA
Vanilla

Unica 118,00 – 144,00

Country 100,00 – 124,00

ANTIQUE OAK COLLECTION 
UV

PARQUET PREFINITO (due strati) - FINITURA 7 MANI UV
SUPERFICIE SPAZZOLATA - PROFILO BISELLATO
ENGINEERED FLOORING (two layers) - 7 COATS UV FINISH
BRUSHED - SIDES BEVELLED

essenza
wood

finitura
finish

selezione
grade

€/m2

PLANCIA M
10,5/4x150x1000/1400

PLANCIA L
15,0/4x190x900/1900

PLANCIA L TOP
15,0/4x190x1700/2000

Alta resistenza
High
resistance

Classe E1
Formaldehyde
free

Facile
manutenzione
Easy care

Resiste
alle macchie
Stain resistant

Il numero espresso dopo la / indica lo spessore nominale in mm del legno nobile
The number after / indicates the nominal thickness of the noble wood layer
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LISTINO PREZZI 2015 in vigore dal 1 Maggio _ PRICE LIST 2015 1st May

2 STRATI M/F
2 LAYERS T/G

ROVERE 
EUROPEO
European Oak

ZENZERO
Ginger

Unica 118,00 – 144,00

Country 100,00 – 124,00

GRANO
Wheat

Unica 118,00 – 144,00

Country 100,00 – 124,00

COGNAC
Cognac

Unica 118,00 – 144,00

Country – – –

TORRONE
Nougat

Unica 118,00 – 144,00

Country – – –

VANIGLIA
Vanilla

Unica 118,00 – 144,00

Country 100,00 – 124,00

ANTIQUE OAK COLLECTION 
UV

PARQUET PREFINITO (due strati) - FINITURA 7 MANI UV
SUPERFICIE SPAZZOLATA - PROFILO BISELLATO
ENGINEERED FLOORING (two layers) - 7 COATS UV FINISH
BRUSHED - SIDES BEVELLED

essenza
wood

finitura
finish

selezione
grade

€/m2

PLANCIA M
10,5/4x150x1000/1400

PLANCIA L
15,0/4x190x900/1900

PLANCIA L TOP
15,0/4x190x1700/2000

Alta resistenza
High
resistance

Classe E1
Formaldehyde
free

Facile
manutenzione
Easy care

Resiste
alle macchie
Stain resistant

Il numero espresso dopo la / indica lo spessore nominale in mm del legno nobile
The number after / indicates the nominal thickness of the noble wood layer

175.00

153.00

153.00

153.00

175.00

175.00

175.00

175.00

212.00

186.00

186.00

186.00

212.00

212.00

212.00

212.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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LISTINO PREZZI 2015 in vigore dal 1 Maggio _ PRICE LIST 2015 1st May

2 / 3 STRATI M/F
2 / 3 LAYERS T/G

ROVERE 
EUROPEO
European Oak

NATURALE 
200
Natural oil

Unica - – -

Country 108,00 – 128,00

VELO BIANCO 
201
Natural oil

Unica - – -

Country 108,00 – 128,00

VELO GRIGIO 
202
Natural oil

Unica - – -

Country 108,00 – 128,00

CORTECCIA
Bark
Oxidative oil

Unica - – –

Country 174,00 190,00 -

RADICE
Root
Oxidative oil

Unica - – –

Country 174,00 190,00 -

PARQUET PREFINITO (due/tre strati) - FINITURA OLIO NATURALE/OXIDATIVE 
OIL - SUPERFICIE LEGGERMENTE SPAZZOLATA - PROFILO BISELLATO 
ENGINEERED FLOORING (two/three layers) - NATURAL OIL/OXIDATIVE 
OIL FINISH - SLIGHTLY BRUSHED - BEVELLED

essenza
wood

finitura
finish

selezione
grade

o/m2

PLANCIA M
2 STRATI - 2 LAYERS

10,5/4x150x1000/1400

PLANCIA L
3 STRATI - 3 LAYERS

15,0/4x190x900/1900

PLANCIA L TOP
2 STRATI - 2 LAYERS

15,0/4x190x1700/2000

Classe E1
Formaldehyde
free

Facile
manutenzione
Easy care

Olio naturale
Natural oil

ANTIQUE OAK COLLECTION 
OIL

Il numero espresso dopo la / indica lo spessore nominale in mm del legno nobile
The number after / indicates the nominal thickness of the noble wood layer

ANTIQUE OAK COLLECTION OIL

12

LISTINO PREZZI 2015 in vigore dal 1 Maggio _ PRICE LIST 2015 1st May

2 / 3 STRATI M/F
2 / 3 LAYERS T/G

ROVERE 
EUROPEO
European Oak

NATURALE 
200
Natural oil

Unica - – -

Country 108,00 – 128,00

VELO BIANCO 
201
Natural oil

Unica - – -

Country 108,00 – 128,00

VELO GRIGIO 
202
Natural oil

Unica - – -

Country 108,00 – 128,00

CORTECCIA
Bark
Oxidative oil

Unica - – –

Country 174,00 190,00 -

RADICE
Root
Oxidative oil

Unica - – –

Country 174,00 190,00 -

PARQUET PREFINITO (due/tre strati) - FINITURA OLIO NATURALE/OXIDATIVE 
OIL - SUPERFICIE LEGGERMENTE SPAZZOLATA - PROFILO BISELLATO 
ENGINEERED FLOORING (two/three layers) - NATURAL OIL/OXIDATIVE 
OIL FINISH - SLIGHTLY BRUSHED - BEVELLED

essenza
wood

finitura
finish

selezione
grade

o/m2

PLANCIA M
2 STRATI - 2 LAYERS

10,5/4x150x1000/1400

PLANCIA L
3 STRATI - 3 LAYERS

15,0/4x190x900/1900

PLANCIA L TOP
2 STRATI - 2 LAYERS

15,0/4x190x1700/2000

Classe E1
Formaldehyde
free

Facile
manutenzione
Easy care

Olio naturale
Natural oil

ANTIQUE OAK COLLECTION 
OIL

Il numero espresso dopo la / indica lo spessore nominale in mm del legno nobile
The number after / indicates the nominal thickness of the noble wood layer

162.00

162.00

162.00

253.00

253.00

189.00

189.00

189.00

276.00

276.00

-

-

-

-

-
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ZENZERO

NOCE CHIARO

NOCE

BIANCO 
ANTICO

FUMO

BOSCO

GRANO

COGNAC

VELO GRIGIO
202

TORRONE

VANIGLIA

NATURALE
200
Natural oil

VELO BIANCO
201
Natural oil

Natural oil

CORTECCIA
Oxidative oil

RADICE
Oxidative oil

Country

Country

Country

Country

Country

$239

$175

$175

$175

$175

$175

$212

$212

$212

$212

$212

$186

-

-

$186

$186

$153

-

-

$153

$153

$239

$239

$239

$239

Unica

Unica

Unica

Unica

Unica

Country

Country

Country

Country

Country

Country

Country

Country

Country

Country

$189$162

-

$189$162

-

$189$162

-

$276$253

-

$276$253

-

PRICE 
LIST

wood finish grade 90 Wide Planks
10.0/4x90x500/1200

Engineered (multi layer)

120 Wide Planks
10.0/4x120x500/1200

Engineered (multi layer)

PRICE PER SQM (excludes GST)

European Oak, 
Birch Multilayer

Base

Iroko, 
Birch Multilayer

Base

African Doussie, 
Birch Multilayer

Base

Asian Teak, Birch 
Multilayer

Base

H
A

PP
Y 

H
O

U
R

NATURAL

NATURAL

NATURAL

NATURAL $229

$149

$139

$149

$159

$159

$159

-

-

-

-

$139

$129

$139

Uni A

Uni A 

Uni A

Uni A

Rustica

Classic

Classic

PRICE 
LIST

DOUSSIE AFRICA

TEAK ASIAIROKO

ROVERE.OAK.CHÊNE _ EUROPE



PARQUET FLOORINGPARQUET FLOORING

Tiziano
15x800x800 mm - Solid
$465 + GST /pc  - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$492 + GST /pc - Multilayer Walnut/Teak

Visari
10/4+10x630x630 mm - Multilayer
$221 + GST /pc  - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$273 + GST /pc - Teak - Comfort

Michelangelo
15x625x625 mm - Solid
$263 + GST /pc  - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$300 + GST /pc - Multilayer Walnut/Teak

Caravaggio
15x520x520 mm - Solid
$182 + GST /pc  - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$208 + GST /pc - Multilayer Walnut/Teak

Allegretto
15x568x568 mm - Solid
$201 + GST /pc  - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$248 + GST /pc - Multilayer Walnut/Teak

Leonardo
15x600x600 mm - Solid
$242 + GST /pc  - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$276 + GST /pc - Multilayer Walnut/Teak

Raffaello
15x540x540 mm - Solid
$169 + GST /pc  - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$213 + GST /pc - Multilayer Walnut/Teak

Canova 90°
10/4+10x630x630 mm - Multilayer
$223+ GST /pc  - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$276 + GST /pc - Teak - Comfort

Brunelleschi
10/4+10x514x514 mm - Multilayer
$138 + GST /pc  - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$170 + GST /pc - Teak - Comfort

20 Hutt Road, Thorndon, Wellington  
sales@bellocasa.co.nz T: 04 474 0810

CB bellocasa
20 Hutt Road, Thorndon, Wellington  
sales@bellocasa.co.nz T: 04 474 0810

CB bellocasa

Novak 30° Herringbone
10.5/4x70x440 mm - Multilayer
$320 + GST /m2 - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$310 + GST /m2 - Euro. Oak - Country

Modigliani
15x90x340 mm - Solid
$536 + GST m2 - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$476 + GST /m2 - Euro. Oak - Country

Mondrian
15x70x350 mm + 15x140x140 mm - Solid
$596 + GST /m2 - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$520 + GST /m2 - Euro. Oak - Country

Bernini
15x110 mm - Multilayer
$545 + GST /pc  - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$780 + GST /pc  - Teak - Comfort

Botticelli
15x540x540 mm - Multilayer
$549 + GST /m2 - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$768 + GST /m2 - Solid Walnut/Teak

Pinturicchio
10/4+10x434x434 mm - Multilayer
$545 + GST /m2 - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$679 + GST /m2 - Solid Walnut/Teak

Cimabue
15x700x700 mm - Solid
$688 + GST /m2 - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$802 + GST /m2 - Multilayer Walnut/Teak

Giotto 90° Herringbone
10.5/4x70x490 mm - Multilayer
$285 + GST /m2 - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$276 + GST /m2 - Euro. Oak - Country

Renoir 45° Herringbone
10.5/4x70x420 mm - Multilayer
$326 + GST /m2 - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$317 + GST /m2 - Euro. Oak - Country



WALLPARQUET FLOORING

Country Club Oak
180x900 mm - Multilayer
$623 + GST /m2 - Euro. Oak - Country

Country Club Walnut Cube
180x900 mm - Multilayer
$623 + GST /m2 - Walnut - Country

Country Club Fossil Oak
180x900 mm - Multilayer
$760 + GST /m2 - Fossil Oak - Country

Country Club Walnut
180x900 mm - Multilayer
$623 + GST /m2 - Walnut - Country

Country Club Reclaimed Oak
180x900 mm - Multilayer
$760 + GST /m2 - Reclaimed Oak - Country

20 Hutt Road, Thorndon, Wellington  
sales@bellocasa.co.nz T: 04 474 0810

CB bellocasa
20 Hutt Road, Thorndon, Wellington  
sales@bellocasa.co.nz T: 04 474 0810

CB bellocasa

Gentile Da Fabriano
15x645x645 mm - Solid
$289 + GST /pc - Euro. Oak - Comfort
$319 + GST /pc - Mulilayer Walnut/Teak

Donatello w/ Leather
15x800x800 mm - Solid
$558 + GST /pc - Euro. Oak - Comfort
Different inset options available

Donatello w/ Corten
15x800x800 mm - Solid
$599 + GST /pc - Euro. Oak - Comfort
Different inset options available

Donatello w/ Steel
15x800x800 mm - Solid
$599 + GST /pc - Euro. Oak - Comfort
Different inset options available

Canova 90° w/ Marble
15x690x690 mm - Solid
$344 + GST /pc - Euro. Oak - Comfort
Different inset options available

Donatello w/ Marble
15x800x800 mm - Solid
$513 + GST /pc - Euro. Oak - Comfort
Different inset options available

Skirting, Wall Panels, Stair 
Nosing, Trims and other 

specialised/decorative pieces 
also available upon request.

Parquet panels can be 
customised to match your IPF 

flooring choice.

Touch Collection Shelves
Hand finished and water resistant, 
40mm marine ply with 4mm thick oak 
top layer.

1000x550x90h mm
$3,011 + GST
1200x550x90h mm
$3,185 + GST
1350x550x90h mm
$3,329 + GST
1600x550x90h mm
$3,614 + GST

All prices excluding tapware and bowl.

Legs (Pair)
$504 - $1107 + GST



20 Hutt Road, Thorndon, Wellington  
sales@bellocasa.co.nz T: 04 474 0810
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